
 

The latest internet sensation in web series, blood money has been gaining popularity ever since its release in January 2019. It is probably the only show on the internet that revolves around a family of vampires.. The plot of this successful web series follows three generations of vampires, who are struggling to keep their clan alive. Want to learn more about this new show? Well, I’ve put together a list
with all major characters and how you can watch them on Netflix! Check out the list below: After decades away from his criminal past, Lazarus finds himself re-investigating a 33 year old murder case that led him to prison. "Blood Money" is a crime thriller, which follows three generations of vampires trying to keep their secret clan alive. Ludvic makes his return to being a Vampire, after being
turned down by his childhood friend who was the only one who could turn him back. The show focuses on the third generation of vampires, which are led by Lazarus Grim and Cane Grim. It also focuses on Bram Stoker's Dracula who was once London's most infamous vampire. The show is very much based on Bram Stoker's Dracula with many parallels including the fact that he kills women based
solely off their inner beauty. Ludvic Grim is the main protagonist of the show, who is forced to come back into the world of humans after being turned down by his childhood friend. His mother was turned into a vampire at age 16 and was left behind to die in the woods. This leaves dear Ludvic with just her blood running through his veins that he must complete tasks for her in order to survive. He is a
playboy who wants nothing more than to live a normal life, but is forced into this position when he has no choice but to turn innocent girls into vamps after they have been deemed unworthy from their families. - Only 12% of all reviews on IMDB are positive with a rating of 4. 4 out of 10. It has been rated from 3,644 reviews from users. - 5 out of the 6 reviews on Rotten Tomatoes have been positive
with a rating of 7.7 out of 10. - The critics have given the show a mixed review with a metascore of 56/100 and only 55% positive reviews on tv.com Blood Money has built up a large fanbase due to its interesting storyline and unique characters. Due to the lack of good reviews, many people have changed their minds on watching the show. Saying that, there are many who still view this show as being
very entertaining. On August 6th, 2011 - Blood Money was Streamed on Netflix with Cameron Esposito hosting. It was produced by Chelsea Handler's production company, “Chelsea Lately” and received positive reviews from viewers. Jester King Brewery also sponsored the stream which offered various limited edition beers available for purchase. On February 7th, 2014 - Blood Money had its 2nd
release on Netflix via Chelsea Handler’s production company entitled "Chelsea's Choice". This time it had a bigger budget with more stars and guest appearances.
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